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We present tight-binding models of 3D topological superconductors in class DIII that support a
variety of winding numbers. We show that gapless Majorana surface states emerge at their boundary
in agreement with the bulk-boundary correspondence. At the presence of a Zeeman field the surface
states become gapped and the boundary behaves as a 2D superconductor in class D. Importantly, the
2D and 3D winding numbers are in agreement signifying that the topological order of the boundary
is induced by the order of the 3D bulk. Hence, the boundary of a 3D topological superconductor in
class DIII can be used for the robust realisation of localised Majorana zero modes.
PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 74.20.Rp, 03.65.Vf, 71.10.Pm, 74.90.+n
Introduction:– 1D and 2D tight-binding topological
superconductors (TS) are a commonly employed medium
to probe localised Majorana zero modes (Majoranas)
with non-Abelian statistics. 1D tight-binding TS are em-
ployed to theoretically investigate the properties of Ma-
joranas and experimentally verify their existence [1]. 2D
tight-binding TS provide exactly solvable models, where
Majoranas exhibit rich behaviour [2–4]. Despite the suc-
cess of these models little work has been done in relation
to 3D tight-binding TS [5, 6].
Here we consider a general class of 3D tight-binding
models of fermions positioned at the vertices of a cu-
bic lattice. We allow for tunnelling and pairing inter-
actions between nearest and next-to-nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the lattice. When we impose time-reversal
(TR) and particle-hole (PH) symmetries we obtain ex-
plicit realisations of 3D TS of type DIII [7]. For pe-
riodic boundary conditions in all three directions we
provide a variety of TS that support winding numbers
ν3D = 0,±1,±2,±3,±4. Similar models that exhibit
ν3D = ±2 [8] and ν3D = ±1 [9] and higher [10] have
recently been presented. In our model, the higher values
of ν3D are obtained while keeping fixed the size of the
unit cell and the range of interactions. Subsequently, we
impose open boundary conditions in one direction and
identify edge modes with dispersion relation that crosses
the band gap [11], which correspond to gapless Majo-
rana surface states. These states acquire a gap when a
Zeeman field is applied at the boundary that breaks TR
symmetry [12–14]. Thus, the boundary behaves as a TS
of the class D. It is known that both the 3D class DIII
and the 2D class D TS have a Z topological invariant
[7]. Here we show that under certain conditions the ac-
tual values of these topological invariants that describe
the bulk and the boundary physics of a 3D class DIII
TS are equal. We demonstrate this both numerically, for
all the tight-binding models presented here, and theoret-
ically, based on an effective topological field theory. This
protection of the boundary topological order from the
topological character of the bulk provides the means for
the fault-tolerant realisation of localised Majoranas [15].
These Majoranas can be employed for topological quan-
tum computation [16] that is resilient against erroneous
perturbations or thermal fluctuations.
DIII lattice:– We now introduce the lattice model.
We consider two species of fermion, a1 and a2, canon-
ically ordered on a cubic lattice, as shown in Fig. 1
(Left). The unit cell, positioned at j = (jx, jy, jz), con-
sists of two sites lying along the x-axis. The Hamiltonian
is given by
H =
∑
j
(∑
k
µa†kjakj +
∑
k,k′,s
tkk′sa
†
kjak′j+s
+
∑
k,k′,s
∆kk′sakjak′j+s
)
+ h.c., (1)
where tkk′s and ∆kk′s are the tunnelling and pairing cou-
plings, respectively, µ is the chemical potential and s is
a vector connecting interacting unit cells. The interac-
tions are taken to be at most between next-to-nearest
neighbours. For periodic lattice we introduce the Fourier
transformation ak,j =
∑
p e
ip·jak,p to obtain H =∑
p ψ
†
ph(p)ψp, where ψp = (a1,p, a
†
1,−p, a2,p, a
†
2,−p)
T ,
p ∈ BZ = [0, 2pi)× [0, 2pi)× [0, 2pi) and the kernel h(p) is
a 4 × 4 hermitian matrix. To impose TR and PH sym-
metries we introduce the unitary operators CTR and CPH
and demand that
C†TRh
∗(−p)CTR = h(p), C†PHh∗(−p)CPH = −h(p) (2)
with CTTR = −CTR and CTPH = CPH. These require-
ments guarantee that our model belongs in class DIII.
Next we interpret the species index k = 1, 2 as spin-
1/2 components. For simplicity we restrict to Hamilto-
nians such that, in the basis ψp = (ia1,p − a†1,−p, a2,p −
ia†2,−p, ia1,p+a
†
1,−p, a2,p+ ia
†
2,−p)
T /
√
2, the kernel takes
the spin-triplet TS form [19, 20]
h(p) =
(
(p)I Θ(p)
Θ(p)† −(p)I
)
, (3)
with (p) denoting the normal state, I is the identity
2 × 2 matrix and Θ(p) the spin-triplet pairing function
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FIG. 1: (Colour online) (Left) The fermionic cubic lattice.
The unit cell (dashed square) consists of two fermions a1
(white site) and a2 (black site). Tunnelling and pairing in-
teractions are assumed between nearest and next-to-nearest
neighbouring sites. (Right) The energy gap minp(|E(p)|) as
function of µ and ∆ when t = 1. The winding number is
depicted as a function of µ and ∆ taking values ν3D = 0,±1.
Changes in the winding number are accompanied by quantum
phase transitions.
Θ(p) = i(d(p)·σ)σy. Here, σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli
matrices and d(p) = (dx(p), dy(p), dz(p)) are odd func-
tions. The corresponding doubly degenerate spectrum is
given by E(p) = ±√(p)2 + |d(p)|2. We take the system
to be prepared in its lowest energy, where both negative
valance bands are completely occupied. The topological
nature of the gapped regions is identified by the winding
number ν3D ∈ Z that characterises the mapping between
the toroidal Brillouin zone T 3 and the sphere S3 defined
by the normalised 4D vector ((p),d(p))/|E(p)|. This
can be evaluated in terms of projectors to the two lowest
eigenstates of kernel (3) [7].
We now take a specific coupling configuration that
gives rise to a non-trivial winding number. More con-
cretely, for a particular set of interactions {s} we can
have (p) = t[cos(px − pz) + cos(px) + 2 cos(py −
pz) + cos(py)] − µ, dx(p) = ∆[sin(px − pz) + sin(px) +
2 sin(py − pz)− sin(py)], dy(p) = 2∆ sin(py) and dz(p) =
2∆ sin(px + py) with t, µ,∆ ∈ R. The energy gap
as function of µ and ∆ for t = 1 as well as the
winding number, ν3D, corresponding to each gapped
phase are shown in Fig. 1 (Right). It is possi-
ble to evaluate the winding number in terms of the
set of momenta p∗ satisfying d(p∗) = 0 from ν3D =
1
2
∑
d(p∗)=0 sgn[(p
∗)]sgn{det[∂jdi(p∗)]} [20]. This ex-
pression shows explicitly the dependence of its sign,
sgn(ν3D), in terms of the product of the signs of the cou-
plings ∆ and µ, as shown in Fig. 1 (Right).
Boundary properties:– Let us now consider the
case where a boundary is introduced. For concreteness
we take the lattice to extend between two disconnected
planes. The Bottom plane (B) positioned at z = 1 and
the Top plane (T) positioned at z = l, where l is a
positive integer. The Hamiltonian of the system with
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FIG. 2: (Left) An energy dispersion cross section at py = 0
for the ν3D = 1 model (t = 1, ∆ = 2, µ = 3) with open
boundaries at z = 1 and z = 20. A single cone appears with
a double degeneracy corresponding to the two Majorana edge
modes, one for each surface. (Right) A boundary Zeeman
field with By 6= 0 generates an energy gap, ∆E, to the edge
modes. (Inset) The energy gap ∆E as a function of By.
a boundary is given by
H =
∑
p¯,z,s
ψ†z,p¯h(p¯; z, z + s)ψz+s,p¯
+
∑
p¯
(
ψ†1,p¯hBψ1,p¯ + ψ
†
l,p¯hTψl,p¯
)
(4)
where ψz,p¯ = (a1,z,p¯, a
†
1,z,−p¯, a2,z,p¯, a
†
2,z,−p¯)
T with z a
vector in the z-direction, p¯ ∈ [0, 2pi) × [0, 2pi) the mo-
mentum on the x–y plane and hB and hT are interaction
terms corresponding to the Bottom and Top planes, re-
spectively. These terms are introduced to give an energy
gap to the boundary states and do not affect the proper-
ties of the bulk. While it is possible to consider indepen-
dent interaction terms at each plane, for uniformity we
choose them to be equal, given by hT = hB = B · σ ⊗ I,
where B is a 3D vector. These terms can be viewed as an
effective Zeeman field. They correspond to interactions
between the fermionic modes a1 and a2 within the same
unit cell.
Initially, let us take the case where B = 0. When the
winding number ν3D is non-zero then the bulk-boundary
correspondence necessitates that gapless helical modes
are present at each edge of the system [7]. These are
manifested as 2D gapless Majorana cones in the disper-
sion relation. This is verified in Fig. 2 (Left), where the
two edge modes, one per surface, appear in the spectrum
as two degenerate conical states. Next, we introduce a
magnetic field, B 6= 0, on the boundary. Non-zero val-
ues of Bx,z change the position of the Majorana cones
in momentum space. The By term corresponds to com-
plex tunnelling couplings so it breaks TR symmetry at
the boundary. As a result it gives an energy gap to the
2D Majorana surface states that appear as paraboloids
in Fig. 2 (Right). We can evaluate the 2D winding num-
ber in terms of the projectors onto these gapped surface
states [17, 18]. For N such states with the same helic-
3ity the winding number is given by νb = ±N/2 where
b = T,B, that we call partial winding number. The sign
of νb depends on the helicity of the edge states as well as
the sign of By that generates their gap.
While each plane constituting the boundary can be
treated independently, the condition hT = hB allows us
to consider the entire boundary as a 2D TS dislocated
between the two planes. The effective Hamiltonian that
describes the low energy limit of these 2D superconduct-
ing states breaks TR symmetry, due to the presence of
non-zero By, so it behaves as a class D system [7]. Sub-
sequently, we can define the sum of the partial winding
numbers, ν2D =
∑
b νb, which characterises the topologi-
cal phase of the boundary as a whole.
We would now like to see how the winding number
ν2D of the boundary relates to the winding number ν3D
of the bulk when both bulk and boundary are gapped. To
make the comparison legitimate we choose ∆, the order
parameter of the bulk, andBy, the order parameter of the
boundary, to have the same sign, i.e. sgn(By) = sgn(∆).
Let us first look at the ν3D = 0 case. We find that each
plane supports two pairs of Majorana edge modes with
opposite helicities. As a result the 2D winding number
is ν2D = 0. When ν3D = 1 each plane supports N =
1 Majorana cone. When gapped, each partial winding
number contributes νb = 1/2 to the 2D winding number,
such that ν2D = 1. A similar result holds when ν3D = −1.
In analogy to the 2D SC in class D [15] we expect that
when ν3D = ±1 the boundaries can support Majoranas
localised at the endpoints of vortex strings that terminate
on the boundaries [21].
Higher winding numbers:– We now present models
that support higher winding numbers without the need
to increase the size of the unit cell or the range of inter-
actions. These models are obtained by searching among
a variety of possible configurations of interactions that
respect the TR and PH symmetries (2), so they are in
class DIII. Using the notation of (3), we present Hamilto-
nian H2 with (p) = t[cos(px)+cos(px−pz)]−µ, dx(p) =
∆[sin(px)+sin(px−pz)], dy(p) = 2∆ sin(py) and dz(p) =
2∆ sin(px + py) that supports topological phases with
ν3D = 0,±2, Hamiltonian H3 with (p) = −t[− cos(px)+
cos(px−pz)+cos(2py)−cos(py+pz)+cos(py)]+µ, dx(p) =
∆[− sin(px)− sin(px− pz) + sin(2py)− sin(py)− sin(py −
pz)], dy(p) = 2∆ sin(py) and dz(p) = 2∆ sin(px − py)
that supports ν3D = 0,±1,±3 and Hamiltonian H4 with
(p) = t[cos(px+pz)−2 cos(py)]+µ, dx(p) = −∆ sin(px+
pz), dy(p) = −2∆ sin(pz) and dz(p) = 2∆ sin(px + py)
that supports ν3D = 0,±2,±4.
The phase diagrams of the H2, H3 and H4 models
are shown in Fig. 3 (Top Row). In each case, multiple
gapped topological phases are separated by gapless phase
transitions. We then introduce open boundary conditions
in the z-direction and observe gapless Majorana states lo-
calised at each surface. When the winding number ν3D is
non-zero we find that for all models N = |ν3D| many such
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FIG. 3: (Colour online) (Top Row) The energy gaps of H2,
H3 and H4, ordered from left to right, as a function of µ and ∆
for t = 1. The winding number associated with each gapped
phase is indicated. (Bottom Row) The centre of the surface
Majorana cones are given for the model corresponding to the
gap diagram above it, when each model is in the max(ν3D)
phase. All plots were generated with µ = 0.1, ∆ = t = 1.
surface states exist at each edge with the same helicity.
Next we consider each model in the phase with max(ν3D).
The position of the zero energy points of their Majorana
edge states is shown in Fig. 3 (Bottom Row). A pair of
Majorana modes (one per edge) corresponds to each dot
in the Figure. Finally, we introduce a boundary Zeeman
field with By 6= 0. We numerically find that for all cases
the induced 2D winding number satisfies ν2D = ν3D. In
other words, if a phase transition in the bulk occurs such
that the new phase has a different 3D winding number,
then the number and/or helicity of Majorana cones on
the boundary and the 2D winding number change ac-
cordingly.
Bulk-boundary correspondence:– The bulk-
boundary correspondence witnessed here as the
agreement between ν2D and ν3D is not accidental.
We now present an analytic link between these two
topological invariants by looking at the thermal Hall
conductivity (THC). In particular, we establish a rela-
tionship between the THC of a 2D TS in the class D,
that is proportional to ν2D, and the THC induced on the
boundary (composite system of two surfaces) of a 3D
TS in the class DIII, that is shown to be proportional to
ν3D.
The thermal properties of TS can be encoded in an
effective topological field theory (ETFT) obtained by in-
troducing a fictitious gravitational field, as described by
Luttinger theory [22]. In the 2D class D model, the
ETFT is a gravitational Chern-Simons theory as showed
in [15, 23] (see also (8) below). From this description
and from independent arguments [24] it was possible to
show that the THC is given by κ2Dth =
νC
12 pi T , for tem-
peratures T → 0, where νC is the Chern number of the
TS (} = kB = 1). In our case, the THC of the composite
boundary of the 3D TS is the sum of the THC of the two
4surfaces, thus we have
κboundaryth =
ν2D
12
pi T, (5)
where ν2D = νT + νB .
We now calculate the boundary THC in an alternative
way, by starting from the 3D bulk properties. The 3D
model (1) of a certain topological phase can be adiabati-
cally connected to a model with a low energy description
given by massive Dirac fermions [25] with action
Sψ =
∫
M
d4x ψ¯
(
γµ∂µ +m
)
ψ, (6)
where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, ψ¯ = γ0ψ, γµ are the Dirac matrices
and M is the (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime. In order to
calculate the ETFT, we introduce a curved background
to the fermionic action Sψ. This is done by coupling the
fermions with spin connection, ωµ, and tetrads that nat-
urally encode the geometric properties of curved spaces
[26]. The effective action Seff that describes the model
purely in terms of the spin connection can be derived by
integrating out the fermions in the corresponding parti-
tion function. The topological part of Seff that faithfully
describes the low-energy behaviour of the model is given
by [27, 28]
SM,topeff =
1
2
θ
768pi2
∫
M
d4x µναβtr(RρσµνR
σ
ραβ), (7)
where Rρσµν is the Riemann tensor given in terms of the
spin connection ωµ, while θ = ν3Dpi mod 2pi [29]. This
is the ETFT of the 3D TS. The topological behaviour
of the gapped boundary can be obtained from (7) by
considering that the spatial part of M has a non-empty
boundary with spacetime boundary manifold given by
∂M . By applying Stokes’ theorem we have
S∂M,topeff =
1
2
θ
192pi2
∫
∂M
d3x µνλtr
(
ωµ∂νωλ+
2
3
ωµωνωλ
)
.
(8)
The action S∂M,topeff corresponds to the gravitational
Chern-Simons theory. By general arguments [15, 27, 28]
one can connect the coefficient of this Chern-Simons the-
ory to the THC on the boundary of a 3D TS. In our sys-
tem the boundary consists of two disconnected surfaces,
the Top and the Bottom. Therefore the total boundary
THC, κboundaryth , is given by
κboundaryth = 2×
ν3D
24
pi T. (9)
Comparing equations (5) and (9), we deduce that
ν3D = ν2D (10)
as it was also numerically verified for all the presented
models. Note that a relative sign freedom in (10) is
possible due to the orientation of the boundary surface
employed during the application of the Stokes’ theorem.
This is the geometric equivalent of the freedom we had
in choosing the sign of By.
Protected 2D topological order:– We have pre-
sented 3D TS models in class DIII that exhibit a large
variety of winding numbers ν3D = 0,±1,±2,±3,±4. Nu-
merical and theoretical analysis showed that the bound-
ary of these models behaves as a 2D TS of class D with
winding number ν2D = ν3D. Nevertheless, there is an in-
triguing difference between the boundary of a 3D TS and
a purely 2D TS system. In the 3D case the 2D topological
boundary is delocalised between two spatially separated
surfaces. This non-local encoding of topological order,
together with relation (10), provide a protection that is
not present in the purely 2D system, as we analyse below.
Firstly, external perturbations cannot affect the topo-
logical nature of the boundaries. As an adversary mech-
anism consider placing on a νb = 1/2 edge another 2D
lattice system with Chern number νCh = ±1. The lat-
ter can be effectively described by two massive Majorana
fermions [2]. Perturbative interactions between this sys-
tem and the edge can cause the edge Majorana fermion
to pair with one of the Majorana fermions of the ap-
pended system creating a non-topological Dirac fermion
[30]. This leaves behind an edge with a single Majorana
fermion that is still described by νb = ±1/2, where one
can easily compensate for a change in the sign. In par-
ticular, this mechanism cannot cause νb to become zero.
Secondly, phase transitions due to a thermal environ-
ment are suppressed at low enough temperatures. Let us
consider local thermal fluctuation at the boundary of the
TS manifested as a vortex string in the bulk with both
endpoints (a vortex-antivortex pair) residing on the same
surface. As these endpoints bear localised Majoranas, a
finite density of such thermal errors could cause a quan-
tum phase transition due to vortex nucleation [31, 32].
Nevertheless, these vortex strings have a finite energy
per string length that generates a string tension [33]. As
a consequence, the vortex and the antivortex will be at-
tracted to each other and annihilate, thus self-correcting
the thermal error [34]. Only vortex strings with end-
points at opposite surfaces can be stable [35, 36]. Hence,
for low enough temperatures, the vortex string tension
will cause the density of vortices on the surface to be zero,
and its topological phase will remain intact. These error-
resilience characteristics make the boundaries of 3D class
DIII TS a promising laboratory for performing topologi-
cal quantum computation [16].
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